A220 Family
Purpose-built for Efficiency

The only clean-sheet single-aisle

- Right-sized for the 100 to 150 seat market
- Filling the gap between large single-aisle and regionals

- Maximum operational flexibility, flying up to 3,450nm/6,390km
- Complements the A320 Family

Support: Around-the-clock, around the globe assistance
Airbus Services: a complete portfolio of end-to-end lifecycle products and service

Highest efficiency and low risk

- 25% Fuel Burn & CO₂ emissions advantage*
- -50% noise footprint*
- Over 40% advanced materials fly-by-wire and geared turbofan engine

Superior single-aisle comfort

- 18+ inches Widest economy seats for more personal space
- One roller bag per passenger
- Largest windows for the best view from the sky

*vs previous generation aircraft

25% Fuel Burn & CO₂ emissions advantage*

20% noise footprint*

Over 40% advanced materials fly-by-wire and geared turbofan engine

18+ inches
Widest economy seats
for more personal space

One roller bag
per passenger

Largest windows
for the best view from the sky

*vs previous generation aircraft